


Enterprise Agility provides not only

techniques that can be applied to

software teams (Agile), but an

approach that can impact all areas and

people in the organization to create a

more flexible and resilient enterprise.

Our EA Strategic Leadership Program

and the M-Leadership Framework

brings and consolidates new

possibilities for individuals to lead

companies exposed to high levels of

variability and market disruptions. The

future is here, and you still have time to

reach it.
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The Certified EA Strategic Leadership
Program is the only training worldwide that
offers a unique and comprehensive blend
based on the latest scientific research and
new approaches. It helps leaders navigate
the complexities of decision making in
highly volatile environments.

100% Actionable Skills
Companies invest $31 billion annually in

leadership programs. Only 37% of

executives rate their leadership training

as effective. Our program is 100%

actionable. It helps you understand how

to dynamically mobilize people in times

of disruption to achieve a common goal

and build better products.

What Are The Benefits?
Our program will help you develop the

skills to build and lead an always ready,

always responsive, and always

innovative company. This includes new

models to discover how to deal with

radically changing situations. It will

also show you how to sense the

market to make better decisions.

What Is In It For Me?
The key to change is influence. Our

Certified EA Leadership Program (I)

gives you proven tools and

techniques based on research so that

you, as a leader, can adapt and

transform your organization to be

ready for tomorrow.

Why This Training?
If you struggle with strategy in your

business or need to update it

regularly, we can help you gain the

skills to scale ideas, reduce

resistance to change, lead and

mobilize people in environments

with constant market changes.



New models require going far beyond a

framework such as SAFe or Scrum.

We provide new approaches to go

beyond agile frameworks, and focus on

crucial results when everything

changes in the organization.
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Actionable Principles



Influencing People



Duration

Place

Extras



Leadership Beyond Agile

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

Day 4 Day 5 Day 6



Dates &
Times

Enterprise Agility Foundations (I)
Certified Change Consultant

3 hours each session 
without including breaks 
3hs 20 mins en total cada sesión)

Day 1 (x 5 days)

Sessions spaced out over 
the week



We Are Here To
Help You
E V E R Y T H I N G  F E E L S  C L O S E R  W I T H  E A U

Let us know how We can help you learn more about the 

Enterprise Agility University trainings and new ways to lead 

your company. Contact me to know more!

enterpriseAgility.University

courses@enterpriseAgility.University
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